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Abstract
Local traces and local event structures have been introduced in order to lift the
semantical theory of  safe Petri nets to the level of more general Petri nets In
this paper we cut out Petri nets and establish a direct link between these two
classes Whereas it is relatively easy to associate a local independence relation to a
local event structure the opposite connection is much less clear The problem here
is the identication of the events in a local trace language We consider various
extensions of the classical technique which relates Mazurkiewicz traces to prime
event structures one of which leads to a precise connection in terms of a coreection
between main subclasses of each model
Introduction
To describe the behaviour of a concurrent system di erent approaches can be
followed For safe Petri nets this has led to a rich semantic theory in which an
important role is played by Mazurkiewicz traces and the more abstract model
of prime event structures In the trace model the behaviour of a concurrent
system is described in terms of sequential action sequences and an additional
independence relation over actions which induces a congruence over those
sequences Two sequences are equivalent in the same trace if they only
di er with respect to the order of independent actions Traces can be used to
describe the nonconicting runs of a safe Petri net 	
 In other respects
an event structure explicitly represents the relationship between events that
is to say occurrences of actions The behaviour of a safe net can be given in
terms of a prime event structure with a binary conict relation and a partial
ordering of events 
 Mazurkiewicz traces and prime event structures are
closely related and both notions are also of independent interest without the
connection to Petri nets 

These models cannot however be directly used to describe the behaviour
of nonsafe Petri nets For these one has to deal with much more problematic
aspects of concurrency Since a place in a nonsafe Petri net may contain
c
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more than one token concurrency and conict are no longer global structural
relations but depend on the current marking Moreover concurrency can no
longer be given in terms of a binary relation between actions Local traces
and local event structures have been introduced in an attempt to lift the se
mantical theory of safe nets to the level of more general Petri nets 

The independence relation as used for Mazurkiewicz traces is generalized to
a local independence relation which describes which sets of actions may occur
concurrently after a given execution of the system With each general Petri
net a local trace language is associated and the class of local trace languages
arising in this fashion is characterized In fact the relationship between Petri
nets and the class of associated local trace languages can be expressed in a
categorical framework by means of a coreection On the other hand local
event structures require an additional concurrency axiom local to their con
gurations With every Petri net a local event structure is associated and the
local event structures associated to Petri nets are characterized by a certain
unique occurrence property As autoconcurrency is ltered out in the local
event structure semantics a coreection can only be obtained between the
subcategory of cosafe Petri nets in which no autoconcurrency occurs and
the category of local event structures with the unique occurrence property
Both the local trace semantics and the local event structure semantics
of Petri nets are proper conservative extensions of the trace semantics and
prime event structure semantics of safe Petri nets However no direct rela
tionship between local traces and local event structures has been established
Moreover local traces and local event structures have been developed with the
application to Petri nets in mind In this paper we study both concepts as
independent notions and investigate the relationship between them Whereas
local event structures have been considered outside the realm of Petri nets
already in 
 where they have been related to other classes of event struc
tures the denition of local traces is heavily geared towards the behaviour of
Petri nets As a consequence in order to cut out Petri nets and to make an
algebraic study based on words feasible the denition of a local independence
relation and the equivalence it induces has to be modied In 
 a proposal
has been formulated which preserves the main idea of locally dened concur
rency of sets of actions and which leads to equivalence classes of words In this
paper we adopt this alternative equivalent formulation As a matter of fact in
this more algebraic setting also other denitions of contextdependent traces
have been investigated see eg 	
 but they have not been related to
event structures
After having provided the formal denitions of local independence rela
tions with their associated local traces and of local event structures we rst
show how each local event structure denes in a straightforward way a local
independence relation which properly reects the concurrency represented in
the event structure This idea was already presented in 
 Next we come
to the heart of the paper associating a local event structure to a local in

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dependence relation Given a local independence relation those occurrences
of actions which correspond to the same event have to be identied Thus
as in the classical approach events are equivalence classes of prime intervals
of the transition system associated to traces We discuss various require
ments leading to di erent equivalence relations for prime intervals among
which the Projectivity relation and a relation which is here called History
Projectivity was used eg in 
 to associate prime event structures
to Mazurkiewicz trace languages History corresponds to the relation used in

 to dene a map from Petri nets to local event structures it is a coarsening
of Projectivity Given an equivalence of prime intervals which satises certain
elementary conditions we associate with it a local event structure then we
characterize the equivalences for which the concurrency represented by a local
independence relation is properly reected in its associated local event struc
ture It turns out that in order to achieve this the equivalence relation over
the prime intervals should be at least as coarse as History This implies that
the approach followed in 
 was optimal in the sense that there a minimal
coarsening of Projectivity was used to relate Petri nets and event structures
Finally this result is further strengthened in a categorical setting we establish
a coreection between the category of local event structures with the unique
occurrence property and a large subcategory of local independence relations
In the concluding section we discuss further implications of this result and our
still ongoing research This paper is an extended abstract due the limit on
the number of pages most proofs have been totally omitted and some are only
sketched
  Basic Notions and Results
   Preliminaries
We will use the following notations for any possibly innite alphabet 
and any words u   
 
 v   
 
 we write u  v if u is a prex of v ie there
is z   
 
such that u z  v the empty word is denoted by  We write juj
a
for the number of occurrences of a    in u   
 
and 
f
 denotes the set
of nite subsets of  for any p   
f
 Linp  fu   p
 
j a   p juj
a
 g
is the set of linearisations of p for any language L  
 
 PrefL denotes the
set of prexes of words in L
A transition system over the alphabet  is a quadruple T  Q s
where Q is a set of states with initial state s and  Q    Q is a
transition relation A morphism between T
 
 Q
 
 s
 

 
 and T


Q

 s



 is a map   Q
 
 Q

such that s
 
  s

and q
 
a

 
q
 
 
 q
 

a


q
 
 
 moreover  is a bisimulation morphism 
 if  is
surjective and q
 
  Q
 
 q
 

a


q
 

 q
 
 
  Q
 
 q
 
a

 
q
 
 
	 q
 
 
  q
 


An isomorphism is a onetoone bisimulation morphism

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 

Fig   Petri net N
 
and G
t
I
 

  Local Independence Relations
Local traces form a generalization of the classical Mazurkiewicz traces by
their being based on an independence relation which is leftcontext dependent
and which species sets of independent actions rather than pairs
De nition  A local independence relation LIR on  is a nonempty sub
set I of 
 
 
f
 The local trace equivalence 
 induced by I is the least
equivalence on 
 
such that
TE
 
 u u
 
  
 
 a    u 
 u
 
 u a 
 u
 
 a
TE

 u p   I p
 
 p v
 
 v

  Linp
 
 u v
 

 u v

A local trace is an 
equivalence class u
 of a word u   
 

It is not dicult to see that local trace equivalence is a welldened notion
which exists for any local independence relation By TE
 
it is a right congru
ence while TE

asserts that actions which belong to a set of actions which
are independent after a sequence u may be executed after u in any order
Note also that 
 is a Parikh equivalence Clearly any Mazurkiewicz inde
pendence relation I     can be viewed as a local independence relation
I
 
 fu fa bg j u   
 
	 a b   Ig thus the local trace equivalence in
duced by I
 
is a congruence which coincides with the classical trace equivalence
induced by I
Example  Consider the Petri net N
 
of Figure  Initially the transitions
a and c can occur concurrently as can b and c The transitions a and b are
initially in conict However after the occurrence of c they become concurrent
Thus any independence relation which describes the concurrency in this net
should contain  fa cg  fb cg and c fa bg but not  fa bg This
leads to a trace equivalence for which ac 
 ca bc 
 cb cab 
 cba but ab 
 ba
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Local independence relations represent the behaviour of a concurrent sys
tem a LIR I provides information on which sequential observations can be
made of the system as well as information on their equivalence The sequen
tial observations explicitly represented by I form what is called the behaviour
of I and which is formally dened as BehI  fv   
 
j u p   I z  
Linp v  u zg In addition there are the implicitly represented sequential
observations which are prexes of the behaviour of I The local trace lan
guage of I consists of the equivalence classes of each of these observations
thus LI  PrefBehI
 Note that distinct local independence relations
may dene the same local trace language Certain natural conditions can be
used to single out a maximal representative among the local independence
relations representing a concurrent system
De nition  A local independence relation I is complete if
Cpl
 
 u p   I 	 p
 
 p  u p
 
   I
Cpl

 u p   I 	 p
 
 p 	 v   Linp
 
 u v p n p
 
   I
Cpl

 u 
 u
 
	 u p   I  u
 
 p   I
Cpl

 u a    I  u fag   I
Cpl
 
makes explicit what TE

from Def  guarantees for the trace equiva
lence if a set of actions p can be executed concurrently after u then so can any
subset of p moreover following Cpl

 the step p can be split into a sequential
execution v and a concurrent step of the remaining actions Cpl

states that
after two equivalent sequences the independency and thus unorderedness of
actions is the same it corresponds to the rightcongruence property TE
 
from
Def  Finally the notion of complete independence relation needs a tech
nical useful axiom Cpl

requires that whenever u a is a sequential execution
the step fag is allowed after u
We should note here that Cpl
 
 Cpl

and Cpl

correspond to the properties
D D and D mentioned in 
 The local independence relations
associated to Petri nets always satisfy these properties and also Cpl

 but
local independence relations are in general not required to satisfy any such
internal conditions Now any local independence relation determines naturally
a complete one
De nition  Let I be a local independence relation the completion of I
is the least complete independence relation which contains I it is denoted by
CplI
It is easy to see that CplI exists as will be clear through the following
proposition I and its completion CplI dene the same trace language
Trace languages can be interpreted as acyclic transition systems see eg
	
 
 In this paper we adopt this approach for the trace languages as
sociated to local independence relations here we use a special symbol  to
represent concurrency This enables us to faithfully represent the information
on the concurrency in I which is lost in LI

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De nition  Let I be a local independence relation on the alphabet  the
graph of traces G
t
I is the transition system LI 
  fg where
 is dened by u

a
 v
 if u a 
 v and u
 



 u


 whenever there
exist u p   I and z
 
 z

  PrefLinp such that u z
 

 u
 
 u
 
 z


 u

and
jz

j  
Thus there is a diagonal u
 



 u


 if u


 may be reached from u
 

 by the
occurrence of several concurrent actions As stated in the following proposi
tion I and CplI dene the same transition system and hence also the same
trace language In the sequel of this paper we will always assume our local
independence relations to be complete
Proposition  Let I be a local independence relation CplI is the largest
local independence relation such that G
t
I  G
t
CplI
Example  Let I
 
be the local independence relation f fa cg  fb cg
a fb cg b fa cg c fa bg ab fdg ba fdgg This relation contains
all information on the ring sequences executions and concurrency of N
 
Fig  Its transition system and thus its local trace language are given in
Figure  Note that I
 
is not complete it does not satisfy the requirements
Cpl
 
and Cpl

from Def  It is actually CplI
 
 which explicitly describes
the full behaviour of N
 
and which corresponds to the trace semantics of N
 
as dened in 

  Local Event Structures
As in 
 where local event structures were introduced to give an event struc
ture semantics to Petri nets a local event structure is dened here as a family
of congurations of events equipped with an enabling relation that species
locally the possible concurrency of events
De nition 	 A local event structure LES is a triple E  EC where
E is a set of events C  
f
E is a set of nite subsets of events called
congurations and  C  
f
E is an enabling relation such that
LES
 
    	 e   E c   C e   c
LES

 c   C c    e   c c n feg  feg
LES

 c   C p   
f
E c  p c  p  
LES

 c   C p   
f
E p
 
 p c  p c  p
 
	 c  p
 
 p n p
 

LES
 
guarantees that the empty set is always a conguration and that the
enabling relation is never empty Also by LES
 
 each event occurs in at least
one conguration LES

ensures that every nonempty conguration can be
reached from the initial empty conguration LES

implies that each event
occurs at most once and by LES

each concurrent set can be split arbitrarily
into subsets of concurrent events Note that the denition given here di ers
slightly from the original denition of local event structures in 
 by the
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Fig 	 G
c
E
 

second requirement in LES
 
that all events should occur in a conguration
This simply avoids dead events which are of no interest it also appears in 

as a property of the local event structures associated to Petri nets In 

the relationship of local event structures to other classes of event structures is
investigated As shown there local event structures are a proper generalization
of eg the wellknown prime event structures with binary conict 

As in the case of local independence relations with each local event struc
ture E a set of nite sequential observations can be associated which we call
the paths of E formally PathsE  fe
 
   e
n
  E
 
j i    n
 fe
 
     e
i 
g 
fe
i
gg As shown in 
 an event appears at most once along a path and each
path u leads to a unique conguration Cfgu dened by Cfgu  fe j juj
e

g
A local event structure also has a naturally associated acyclic transition
system with special transitions to represent the concurrency of events
De nition 
 Let E be a local event structure the graph of congurations
of E is the transition system G
c
E  C  E  fg where c
e
 c
 
if
c  feg and c

 c
 
if c  c
 
 c  c
 
n c and Cardc
 
n c  
Note that di erent local event structures dene di erent conguration graphs
Furthermore a conguration graph G
c
E contains all information on its un
derlying local event structure E and E can be uniquely recovered from G
c
E
Example  Figure  species a local event structure E
 
through its graph
of congurations E
 
is the local event structure associated to the Petri net N
 
of Fig  Note how it di ers from the graph of traces G
t
CplI
 
  G
t
I
 
 in
Fig  although we previously associated CplI
 
 to N
 
 However in the next
subsection we will discuss how to associate a local independence relation with
each local event structure and for E
 
this will turn out to be CplI
 

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  From Local Event Structures to Local Independence Relations
A rather obvious independence relation comes to light in any local event struc
ture via the enabling relation 
De nition  
 Let E  EC be a local event structure The local
independence relation lirE associated to E is lirE  fu pj u   PathsE
and Cfgu  pg
Note that indeed lirE
 
  CplI
 
 as we stated in Example  Moreover
despite the fact that the graph of traces of lirE and the conguration graph
of E are in general di erent objects there exists a close connection between
them as stated in the following proposition
Proposition  For any local event structure E  EC the map 	
LlirE  C which sends u
 to Cfgu is a bisimulation morphism from
G
t
lirE to G
c
E
Proof We rst prove that for any sequence u of events u
   LlirE i 
u   PathsE therefore  is welldened and onto Moreover we easily check
that  is a morphism Let us now consider u
 
  PathsE and e   E such that
Cfgu
 

e
 Cfgu
 
 e in G
c
E then Cfgu
 
  feg and u
 
 feg   lirE
so u
 


e
 u
 
 e
 Similarly we prove that if Cfgu
 


 c

in G
c
E then
for any z   Linc

n Cfgu
 
 we have u
 
 z   PathsE Cfgu
 
 z  c

and
u
 



 u
 
 z
 in G
t
lirE Thus  is a bisimulation morphism  
This original result shows a meaningful connection between the transition sys
tems associated to E and lirE Since the map  is welldened we have that
u
   LlirE if and only if u   PathsE therefore for each conguration the
paths leading to it form a union of local traces dened by lirE and lirE is
complete Furthermore because both transition systems are deterministic 
induces a bijection between their paths and PathsE  BehlirE Finally
 preserves and reects transitions and thus the translation lir respects
concurrency
In the following section we study translations in the opposite direction
similarly to lir we shall look for translations which respect sequential execu
tions and concurrency
 Events in Local Traces
We want now to go in the opposite direction in this section we look for a
translation from complete local independence relations to local event struc
tures which would preserve and reect sequential executions and concurrency
similarly to lir This confronts us with the classical problem of identifying
events in traces

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  Equivalences of Prime Intervals
In a local independence relation I occurrences of actions are represented by
prime intervals which are pairs u a   
 
 such that the trace u a
 belongs
to the trace language LI we write PrI for the set of prime intervals of I
Now di erent prime intervals sometimes correspond to the same occurrence
of action for instance if u fa bg   I then actions a and b may occur
simultaneously after u an observer cannot distinguish the occurrence of a after
u from the occurrence of a after u b thus u a and u b a must be identied
as the same occurrence of a Furthermore if u and u
 
represent the same
trace then the prime intervals u a and u
 
 a should not be distinguished
either For these reasons we have to identify which prime intervals should be
considered representative of the same occurrence of action This identication
is crucial because events of the LES to be constructed from a LIR correspond
to occurrences of actions ie equivalence classes of prime intervals
De nition  Let I be a local independence relation an equivalence of
prime intervals is an equivalence  over PrI which satises
Ind u fa bg   I 	 a  b u a  u b a Independence

C 
u a   PrI 	 u
 
 a   PrI
u 
 u
 
 


 u a  u
 
 a Conuence

Lab u a  v b a  b Labelling

Occ u a  v a 	 u a  v a u  v Occurrence Separation

As justied above Ind and C  species which prime intervals should denitely
be identied whereas Lab and Occ limit rationally the allowed identications
Lab ensures that two identied prime intervals correspond to the same action
and Occ simply requires that an event appears at most once along an execution
We note here that due to C  equivalence classes of prime intervals can be
regarded as equivalence classes of transitions of G
t
I
A wellknown equivalence on prime intervals is called Projectivity among
others it has been used in 
 to connect prime event structures with binary
conict and Mazurkiewicz traces and initially in 
 for the connection with
safe Petri nets
De nition  Projectivity 
p
is the least equivalence over PrI which sat
ises Ind and C 
Clearly Projectivity satises Lab and Occ as well so it is the least equivalence
of prime intervals
In the sequel we consider an equivalence of prime intervals  associated
to a xed complete LIR I As soon as events are chosen as classes of prime
intervals congurations and enabling relation easily result from I each trace
determines a conguration and the enabling relation is directly deduced from
I

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De nition  For any trace u
   LI the set of events in u is Eve

u
 fhv bi j v b  ug where hv bi denotes the class of v b The structure
les

I is the triple EC where C  fEve

u j u
   LIg E  Cand
c  fe
 
     e
n
g 



u   
 
 a
 
     a
n
   u fa
 
     a
n
g   I
	 Eve

u  c 	 i    n
 e
i
 hu a
i
i
Note that due to Ind and C  two equivalent words determine identical events
u 
 v  Eve

u  Eve

v
Proposition  The structure les

I is a local event structure
Proof We check that les

I fulls LES
 
LES

 LES
 
 on the one hand   
because Eve

   and     I on the other hand for any event e   E
there is c   C such that e   c LES

 let c be a nonempty conguration there
is u such that c  Eve

u and u
   LI As c   we write u  v a and get
hv ai   c now v a
   LI so v fag   I Eve

v  fhv aig Axiom Occ
insures that hv ai   Eve

v therefore Eve

v  Eve

v anfhv aig Finally
cnfhv aig  fhv aig with hv ai   c LES

 we assume that c  p  fe
 
     e
n
g
There are u   
 
and a
 
     a
n
   such that u fa
 
     a
n
g   I Eve

u  c
and e
i
 hu a
i
i According to Occ hu a
i
i   Eve

u ie e
i
  c therefore
c p   LES

 we assume that c  p and p
 
 p and prove that c p
 
 p n p
 
and c  p
 
 the case p
 
  is obvious We write p  fe
 
     e
n
g with
distinct e
i
and p
 
 fe
 
     e
m
g with m   As c  p there are u   
 
and a
 
     a
n
   such that u fa
 
     a
n
g   I Eve

u  c and i  
 n
 e
i
 hu a
i
i Clearly u fa
 
     a
m
g   I so c  p
 
 On the other hand
u a
 
   a
m
 fa
m 
     a
n
g   I now Eve

u a
 
   a
m
  c  p
 
according to Ind
furthermore for any i  m e
i
 hu a
 
   a
m
 a
i
i So c  p
 
 p n p
 
  
The local event structure les

I may be seen as equipped with a stan
dard labelling for which hu ai maps to a this allows to change the labels of
G
c
les

I by replacing c
huai
 c
 
by c
a
 c
 
 In that way we get a new
transition system which still faithfully represents les

I
De nition  The transition system associated to les

I is G

I  C
   fg where C is the set of congurations of les

I and

c
a
 c
 
if c  c
 
 c  c
 
n c and c
 
n c  fhu aig

c

 c
 
if c  c
 
 c  c
 
n c and Cardc
 
n c  
Example  Continuing Example  we identify in the sequel I
 
with
its completion CplI
 
 Applying Projectivity to G
t
I
 
 of Fig  leads to
the following identications ab c 
p
a c 
p
 c 
p
b c 
p
ba c
 a 
p
c a 
p
cb a 
p
bc a 
p
b a and  b 
p
c b 
p
ca b 
p
ac b 
p
a b So the actions a b and c determine three events a  h ai

b  h bi and c  h ci On the other hand d determines two events

d  hab di and

d
 
 hba di because ab d  
p
ba d This leads to the
event structure les

p
I
 
 depicted in Fig  Note that G

p
I
 
 di ers from

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 
f ag
f
 
bg
f cg
f a   cg
f
 
b   cg
f a 
 
b   cg
f a 
 
bg
f a 
 
b 
 
dg
f a 
 
b 
 
d
 
g
a
b
c
b
c
a
c
a
b
b
a
c
d
d
Fig 
 G

p
I
 

G
t
I
 
 there is no choice after ab according to I
 
although there are two
events enabled after ab according to les

p
I
 
 Therefore another equivalence
is required in order to identify ab d and ba d
A new equivalence was introduced in 
 in order to connect event struc
tures with Petri nets the main idea here is that whenever two traces u
 and
u
 

 determine the same events so do u a
 and u
 
 a

De nition  History 
h
is the least equivalence over PrI which satises
Ind and Cjc
Cjc
u a   PrI 	 u
 
 a   PrI
Eve

u  Eve

u
 

 


 u a  u
 
 a Conjunction

Clearly 
h
is an equivalence of prime intervals because Ind	 Cjc C  Hence
History includes Projectivity Now continuing the preceding example we have
Eve

hab  Eve

hba for I
 
 therefore by Conjunction ab d 
h
ba d
there are exactly four events one for each action and G

hI
 
 is isomorphic
to G
c
E
 
 depicted in Fig  Considering that les

hI
 
 is closer to I
 
than
les

p
I
 
 we claim that History is better than Projectivity at least for this
particular independence relation actually we will prove below that Cjc is
always necessary to get a nice translation of local independence relations
Note that there are many other equivalences of prime intervals which also
dene local event structures for instance the Counting equivalence 
c
is
such that u a
c
v a  juj
a
 jvj
a
 this is an extremely coarse relation
which was used in 
 to establish a limit of the possible connections between
local trace languages and local event structures In other respects the Firing
equivalence 
f
is the least equivalence over PrI satisfying Ind and Fir

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Fir
u a   PrI
u
 
 a   PrI
x    juj
x
 ju
 
j
x
 






 u a  u
 
 a 
Firing
This equivalence should be useful in a future work for the study of an alterna
tive event structure semantics of Petri nets suggested in 
 We observe here
that 
p
 
h

f
 
c

 From Local Independence Relations to Local Event Structures
We now study the conditions required on  so that the executions of les

I
nicely correspond to the executions of I we rst notice a simple connection
between the transition systems associated to I and les

I
Lemma 	 The map   u
  Eve

u is a surjective morphism from G
t
I
to G

I
From this lemma follows that  relates di erent paths in G
t
I with distinct
paths in G

I it also preserves transitions and thus concurrency Yet 
is in general not injective and thus even though all congurations of les

I
have an original not every path in G

I needs to have a counterpart in
G
t
I as also explained in Example  That is to say in general  is not a
bisimulation morphism
We now characterize the equivalences  for which the map les

presents
the same property as lir Prop 
Theorem 
 The map  is a bisimulation morphism from G
t
I to G

I
if and only if  satises Cjc and I satises Sym
Sym	 u p   I 	 u
 

   LI 	 Eve

u  Eve

u
 
 u
 
 p   I

Symmetry
Proof We assume that  is a bisimulation morphism and prove that  and
I satisfy Cjc and Sym The converse is easy and left to the reader First 
satises Cjc Let u a and u
 
 a be two prime intervals such that Eve

u 
Eve

u
 
 In G

I Eve

u  Eve

u
 

a
 Eve

u
 
 a because  is a
morphism As  is a bisimulation morphism there is a trace v
   LI such
that u

a
 v
 and Eve

v  Eve

u
 
 a yet necessarily u a 
 v hence
Eve

u a  Eve

v  Eve

u
 
 a and u a  u
 
 a
Now I satises Sym We consider u p   I and u
 

   LI such that
Eve

u  Eve

u
 
 Let z   Linp in G
t
I we have u

z
 u z
 and if
jzj   then u


 u z
 therefore Eve

u
z
 Eve

u z and if jzj  
then Eve

u

 Eve

u z in G

I We rst assume that jzj   then
Eve

u
 
  Eve

u and  is a bisimulation morphism so there is a trace v
  
LI such that u
 



 v
 and Eve

v  Eve

u z therefore u
 


z
 v

so u
 
 p   I The case where jzj   is similar  

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Symmetry is a natural and simple condition close to Cpl

Def  and
Cjc if u and u
 
contain the same events Sym requires that they determine the
same independence relation Thus Sym limits the local independence relations
which may be considered for a sound connection with local event structures
whereas Cjc Ind Lab and Occ characterize the appropriate equivalences of
prime intervals In fact it can be proved that the independence relations asso
ciated to event structures through lir always satisfy Sym whatever equivalence
of prime intervals is considered moreover independence relations associated
to Petri nets satisfy Sym too because the independence after a ring sequence
u only depends on the actions in u
Theorem  asserts that History is the least equivalence of prime inter
vals for which sequential executions and concurrency are respected by the
translation les

 yet it also stresses that we must restrict our study to local
independence relations satisfying Sym in order to get a bisimulation morphism
between the corresponding transition systems
 Representation Theorem
In the end of this section we focus on History We want to establish that the
translations lir and les

h allow to go back and forth between local indepen
dence relations and local event structures without loss of information
First we consider the class of local event structures that satisfy the unique
occurrence property ie the local event structures associated to Petri nets 

here we called them singular for short
De nition  A local event structure E is singular if u e v e   PathsE
u e
h
v e wrt lirE LES

h denotes the subclass of singular local event
structures
Lemma  For any singular event structure E 	  hu ai  a induces an
isomorphism from G

hlirE to G
c
E
As observed earlier a local event structure E is faithfully represented by its
graph of congurations G
c
E Since for a singular E the transition labels
of G

hlirE and G
c
les

h  lirE are in one to one correspondence this
lemma implies that a bijective renaming is the only di erence is between a
singular LES E and les

h  lirE
Now as suggested by Th  we restrict our study to symmetric indepen
dence relations
De nition  A local independence relation I is symmetric if I satises
Sym with respect to History LIR

h denotes the class of symmetric local
independence relations
We have already noticed that independence relations lirE are symmetric
conversely we have the following result
Lemma  For any symmetric independence relation I its associated event

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structure les

hI is singular
Thus symmetric independence relations and singular event structures corre
spond through lir and les

h This connection can be strengthened in a cate
gorical setting 
 We rst provide independence relations and event struc
tures with structure and behaviour preserving morphisms Next we claim
that lir and les

h preserve the morphisms and build a coreection
De nition  A morphism between two independence relations I and I
 
is a partial function 
    
 
between their underlying alphabets such that
u p   I 
u 
p   I
 
and 

jp
is onetoone A morphism between two
local event structures E and E
 
is a partial function   E  E
 
such that
c   C p   
f
E c  p c 
 
p
Theorem  The maps lir  LES

h  LIR

h and les

h  LIR

h 
LES

h extend to adjoint functors of a coreection
Proof We easily check that for any LESmorphism   E E
 
 the underlying
partial function  is also a LIRmorphism   lirE  lirE
 
 on the other
hand we prove that any LIRmorphism 
  I  I
 
induces a LESmorphism
les


  les

I  les

I
 
 for which hu ai maps to h
u 
ai and thus
les

and lir become functors
We consider a singular LES E a symmetric LIR I and a morphism g 
E  les

I We prove that there is a unique morphism h  lirE  I
such that g  les

h  	
 
where 	  hu ai  a is the isomorphism from
les

 lirE to E We rst consider the partial function h from the events
E of E to the alphabet  of I such that he  a i  ge is dened and
ge  hu ai We notice by induction that e

   e
n
  PathsE  ge
n
 
hhe

   e
n 
 he
n
i this allows to prove that h is a morphism such that g 
les

h  	
 
 Conversely we easily check that if a morphism h
 
 lirE  I
is such that g  les

h
 
  	
 
then h  h
 
  
Conclusion
In this paper we have established a sound categorical connection between the
local event structures associated to Petri nets 
 and the local independence
relations which are symmetric with respect to History this equivalence of
prime intervals appears here as the least generalization of Projectivity which
allows to extend the connection between Mazurkiewicz trace languages and
prime event structures 
 Until now it is not clear for us whether still
more general equivalences lead to connections between wider subclasses of each
model in that direction a previous attempt using the Counting equivalence
has already failed 
 Anyway this issue requires to extend the generic study
of equivalences of prime intervals up to the categorical formalism this work
is already in progress together with applications to Petri nets
	
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